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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 

When considering the enormously prevalent issue of autism in our society my mind turns to the 
growing awareness of the disability in our culture, the stories I have heard from the community 
and also my own experience as a professional autism therapist. And though autism is a universal 
growing issue it was essential for me to tell a story that was not generic, but personal, incisive, and 
meaningful. 

Throughout my years of working with individuals with developmental disabilities I was fortunate 
to see the human condition displayed in a beautifully unique way. Of the many powerful 
relationships and memories I witnessed there were none stronger or more touching than the 
bonds between individuals affected by autism and their siblings.  Their relationships are loving, 
compassionate, complex, at times enraging and unfathomably frustrating. But submerged beneath 
the wear and tear of daily life was a foundation of empathy, compassion, and unconditional love. 
It was from this idea that NightLights drew its inspiration and became the film we have today. 

As we meet our main characters at the film's outset they have settled into a life of comfortable 
monotony.  Erin spends her days caring for Jacob, working when she can, and taking little 
moments for herself in between.  Their lives are comfortable, if somewhat unstimulating.  With 
our lead characters existing in such a state throughout the film, we are able to ask an even 
broader question to the audience - what does it mean to truly live?  Is Erin able to live her life to 
the fullest while caring for her brother?  Is Jacob receiving the care he needs to truly thrive and 
reach his potential?   

Perhaps even more pressing is the social issue that NightLights raises of adult care. Though the 
reasons remain uncertain diagnosis rates are skyrocketing and more and more individuals with 
autism aging out of the public school system. Whereas the previous generation of affected 
children was 1 in 2,000, our current data suggests that children today have a chance of 1 in 10 of 
developing along the autism spectrum. What opportunities or services will be available when this 
generation of affected children becomes adults?  Will they have opportunities to live their lives 
with meaning, and to reach their full potential?  Will they be stranded in a state of motionlessness, 
without opportunities to further their education and vocational skills?   

My hope for NightLights is for it to be a tribute to those entrenched in the autism and disability 
communities everywhere. I hope this film honors the struggles, joys, heartbreaks, and triumphs of 
the lives of individuals and families with disabilities. I hope the film provides a window into a 
world that is often misunderstood and misconstrued.  I know from my own experiences that I am 
a better person as a result of being a part of this community, and I believe this incredibly 
abundant world is communicated in NightLights. 

The film is for those who live with autism every day: the joys, struggles, heartbreaks, and 
triumphs. We are united with compassion, empathy, and love from stories like these.  

Enjoy the film, 

David Midell 
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SYNOPSIS 
 

ERIN LOGAN (Shawna Waldron) lives with and provides for her brother JACOB 
(Stephen Louis Grush), who is severely affected by autism. After she stumbles into 
chances for love and friendship, Erin is forced to confront what it means to have a good 
life, and whether she can care for her brother and for herself at the same time.  

 

Since the death of her mother, ERIN LOGAN has been the sole caretaker for her twin-
brother brother JACOB, who is severely affected by autism. They live together in their 
childhood Chicago apartment and rely on each other for love and support.   

Erin’s only source of outside companionship is GINA, a developmental therapist who 
helps Erin teach Jacob simple daily tasks.  Otherwise, Erin has been alone to provide for 
herself and Jacob through a modest living and selfless heart.  This devotion causes Erin to 
rebuke Gina’s frequent suggestions that Erin consider a residential facility for Jacob, who 
is a full adult and who required Erin at almost every waking moment.   

Life changes, however, when Erin is afforded some rare time to herself and meets TIM, a 
charismatic literary editor whose humble nature and outgoing personality charms 
Erin.  We also meet NICOLE, a vivacious and young new neighbor, who selflessly 
volunteers to help watch Jacob so that Erin can go on her first date in years. 

Erin is not easily persuaded by Nicole’s offer.  Jacob’s life and happiness exists on a fragile 
plain, and caring for him requires an incredible amount of patience, courage, and 
awareness.  It is only through persistent effort that Jacob soon acclimates to Nicole, and 
Erin readies herself for a new chapter in her life.   

Tim and Erin fall in love quickly, and soon Nicole finds herself frequently caring for Jacob 
more and more frequently, as Erin does her best to feel deserving of a boyfriend, a life of 
her own.  But the realities of autism exist beyond traditional contexts, and Jacob becomes 
increasingly distressed as his world becomes increasingly unpredictable and chaotic.   

Frictions arise, and soon, everyone is forced to confront difficult, sometimes frightening 
events that force Erin to question whether she provide a good, fruitful life for herself and 
her brother at the same time. The film’s climax and resolution is bittersweet and true to the 
lives of many, many thousands of families across the country and millions around the 
world. 
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“ Nightlights vividly captures the spirit of autism and reminds us that all of our 
lives are complexly connected. But in the midst of that complexity, we see the 
very simple truths of courage, friendship, and the unconditional love of family.” 

 
-International Autism Organization AACTION Autism  
 

 
A Devastating Challenge 

In 1990, one in every two thousand individuals was diagnosed with autism. Today, one in every 

hundred ten children are diagnosed. Over 1.5 million individuals in America are now 

considered to have autism, with diagnosis rates expected to rise for some time to come. Autism 

is considered a spectrum disorder, which means that a person can display a very wide variety of 

symptoms, with varying severity, and be diagnosed as having autism.  There is currently fierce 

debate amongst advocacy groups, state and federal governments, and many medical institutions 

as to the exact parameters of autism diagnosis criteria and terminology. 

 

For a person affected by autism, the experience is described as isolated, closed off, sometimes 

disconnected. Some describe an amplification of  sights and sounds that are harsh, even 

painful.  Others are able to perceive and operate in the world in ways that are impressive or 

even miraculous to their peers.  People affected by autism experiences the world uniquely, 

which can make their process of interaction with some others difficult and frustrating.  They, 

and autism in general, are often subject to misunderstanding, prejudice, sometimes outright 

bullying and violence.   

 

Hidden from the world 

About a third to a half of individuals with autism do not develop enough natural speech to 

meet their daily communication needs. Differences in communication may include delayed 

onset of babbling, unusual gestures, diminished responsiveness, and vocal patterns that are not 

synchronized with the caregiver. Autistic children are less likely to make requests or share 

experiences, and are more likely to simply repeat others' words.  
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Studies have shown that parents of children with autism have higher levels of stress. Siblings of 

children with ASD report greater admiration of and less conflict with the affected sibling than 

siblings of unaffected children and were similar to siblings of children with Down syndrome in 

these aspects of the sibling relationship. However, they reported lower levels of closeness and 

intimacy than siblings of children with Down syndrome; siblings of individuals with ASD have 

greater risk of negative well-being and poorer sibling relationships as adults. 

 

 

A Mission of Honesty, Dignity, and Hope 
Created in 2009 by special educator and filmmaker, David Midell, Play On Productions has 

achieved national and international recognition for both its filmmaking efforts, and disability 

advocacy.  With a special emphasis on films about individuals pushed to the fringes of society, 

Play On Productions creates powerful films about meaningful subjects that transcend time, 

gender, and language. 

 

Play On Production’s debut film, By Any Other Name, sent a strong message about the mission 

of the company, and confronts issues of discrimination and disability awareness in a dramatic, 

yet often light and humorous way.  By Any Other Name has had success at film festivals in 

United States and internationally, and has been featured in several psychology and disability 

awareness seminars and conventions.  

 

 

A Film for those who cannot speak themselves 

NightLights will advocate for these individuals and advance this dialogue in a way that is 

welcoming to all backgrounds and experiences, dispelling the notion that people with autism 

are inherently "different" and should be segregated from society.  Instead, NightLights 

advocates for the inclusion of these individuals in our national landscape, recognizing their 

capacity for accomplishment, love, and meaningful relationships. 
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ABOUT THE CAST 
 
Shawna Waldron (Erin Logan)      [INTERVIEW] 

Hailed by Variety as "a real find," critically acclaimed Shawna Waldron has graced the screen  in 
credits that include "Little Giants," "The American President," and "To Kill a 
Mockumentary."  Shawna has also stepped behind the camera to produce "Char*ac*ter," a 
docmentary that features exclusives interviews with Harry Dean Stanton, Peter Falk, and the 
legendary Sydney Pollack.  In "NightLights," Shawna provides a nuanced, riveting performance as 
Erin Logan, a woman fighting for her brother's safety and happiness. 

 

Stephen Louis Grush (Jacob Logan)      [INTERVIEW] 

Known for his versatile work at Steppenwolf and the Goodman Theater, Stephen Louis Grush is 
earning a reputation as one of America's most promising young talents.  Stephen is sure to 
captivate film audiences in "NightLights" as Jacob, a young man severely affected by autism and 
reliant on his sister for security and support.  Stephen is currently starring in ABC’s “LUCKY 7”, 
which premieres this September. 

 

Leslie Easterbrook (Gina)         [INTERVIEW] 

Leslie Easterbrook has been a staple of film and television for over thirty years.  With applauded 
roles in "Laverne and Shirley," "Police Academy," "The Devil's Rejects," and Rob Zombie's 
'Halloween," Leslie has proven herself to be an eclectic and enduring talent.  In "NightLights," 
Leslie endeavored tirelessly to accurately create the character of Gina, a developmental therapist 
who often serves as the only source of support for Erin and Jacob.   

 

Jeff Garretson (Tim)        [INTERVIEW] 

Prolific Chicago film actor Jeff Garretson stars as Tim, a charming book editor who offers Erin a 
chance at love.  Jeff has starred and co-starred in a litany of Chicago productions, including 
"Happily After," "Spirit Lake," and "Querty."  Jeff will soon step into the role of producer for 
"Alia," a feature film scheduled for production in 2013.   

 

Kate Black-Spence (Nicole)      [INTERVIEW] 

Stage Left Theater Company Manager and Chicago-based actress Kate Black-Spence joins the cast 
as Nicole, a woman new to a big city yearning for acceptance and purpose in her life.  Kate 
recently co-starred in Play on Productions' maiden film, "By Any Other Name," and has since 
received rave reviews for her role as Jenny in Jayme McGhan's "The Fisherman."  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-byun4OXFH4&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCpCMwacbO4&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYZjGBVYja4&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUFMrskzp0E&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xQsmSSoCms&feature
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 
 

David Midell (Director)       [INTERVIEW] 

David Midell is a filmmaker, special educator, and disability advocate from Northbrook, Illinois. 
During his years as an educator, he has been inspired by individuals with special needs and 
witnessed the incredible strength of their families. He created Play On Productions to tell the 
world these stories. Having directed the short film, "By Any Other Name" in 2010, "NightLights" 
is his feature directorial debut. 

 

Nick Izzo (Writer)        [INTERVIEW] 

Nick is a veteran actor and playwright of Chicago's vibrant storefront theater scene.  Nick 
previously partnered with David Midell on Dave's first film, "By Any Other Name," starring Peter 
ten Brink and Kate Black Spence, both of whom reunite on 'NightLights."  Nick is highly regarded 
for his attention to detail, thorough research, and steadfast approach to his craft. 

 

Adam Dick (Writer/Producer)      [INTERVIEW] 

Adam Dick is an educator, filmmaker and playwright based out of Chicago, Illinois. With a 
lifelong passion for film and storytelling, Adam spent his formative years in the theater and has 
since worked in a variety of capacities for both documentary and narrative productions. Adam is 
overjoyed to be working with an amazing group of individuals on a project that is very close to his 
heart. 

 

Keaton Wooden (Producer)      [INTERVIEW] 

Keaton Wooden is an emmy-nominated Producer  and director from Chicago. He has traveled to 
three continents on humanitarian missions; and believes stories are essential to help create the 
moments where lives change for the better.  He hopes "NightLights" can contribute to the 
national landscape and discussion on families and loved ones with 
disabilities. wakadooproductions.com 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_4ijEdKleE&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w97XglGSefY&list=UUvY08kiN5C2hHwegqeT0Oww&index=1&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzcnIdZ2MAg&list=UUvY08kiN5C2hHwegqeT0Oww&index=1&feature
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John Klein (Director of Photography) 
John Klein serves as producer of Glass City Films, through which he has overseen the creation of 
the short films "Rendezvous," "Hangers," "The Sleepover," "Under The Table," and 
"Honeybees."  He has also served as producer on the feature films "Glass City," "Happily After" 
(his directorial debut) and "Separation Anxiety," in addition to several music videos and side 
projects.  glasscityfilms.com 

 

Kat Thomas (Editor) 
Kat Thomas has spent years working as an assistant and senior editor in both Chicago and Los 
Angeles based  productions.  She has apprenticed for and been credited by senior editors on films 
such as "The Year One," "Ninja Assassin" and "A Nightmare on Elm Street."  She is thrilled to 
have been a part of the creative process on "Nightlights" and to have worked with such an 
inspiring and wonderful crew.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.glasscityfilms.com/
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FULL CAST AND CREW LIST 
 
 

Directed by 
David Midell 

 
 

Screenplay by 
Nick Izzo and Adam Dick 

 
 

Story by 
David Midell 

 
 

Cast 
Shawna Waldron   Erin Logan 
Stephen Louis Grush  Jacob Logan 
Kate Black-Spence  Nicole 
Leslie Easterbrook   Gina 
Jeff Garretson    Tim 
Rachel Chapman   Jenny 
Billy Dec    Medic #1 
Peter ten Brink   Bobby 
Justin James Farley   Medic #2 
Adam Shalzi   Kevin 
Samson Sando   Dave 
Courtney Rioux   Caryn Logan 
Bridget M. Brown  Claire 
Marta Loren   Pedestrian #2 

 
 

Remaining cast listed alphabetically: 
 
Jennifer Alexander  Hostess 
Atra Asdou   Girlfriend 
Anita Nicole Brown  Restaurant Diner 
Shannon Edwards   Martini Man 
John Harris   Boyfriend 
Larry Hauge   Coffee Shop Patron 
Juan Montoya   Jazz Club Patron / Waiter 
Kevin Pinkney   Additional voices 
Edmund Poliks   Additional voices 
Kristine Sisco   Additional voices 
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Produced by 
Adam Dick and Keaton Wooden 

 
 

Executive Producers 
Frank ten Brink 
Jeannine Cleary 
David Midell 

 
 

Co Producers 
Don Albert 

 Michael S. Chandler 
Edward J. Eberwine III 

 
 

Associate Producers 
Marc Weinstein 
Sara Weinstein 

 
Original Music by 

Timo Elliston 
 

Cinematography by 
John Klein 

 
Film Editing by 

Kat Thomas 
 

Production Design by 
Megan McDonough 

 
Art Direction by 
Nassoma Vernon 

 
Makeup Department 

Brenda Arelano      makeup department head 
Lindsey Pate Yeaman  makeup artist 

 
 

Production Manager 
Edward J. Eberwine III 

 
 

Production Coordinator 
Amanda Price 
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Second Unit Director or Assistant Director 
Michael S. Chandler  first assistant director 
Luca Domenico Valente  second assistant director 
Caitlin Smith   second second assistant director 

 
Art Department 

Emma Carlin   art department production assistant 
Caryn Dick    original artwork 
Avram Eisen   original artwork 
Russell Z. Harris   original artwork 
Joe Holt    art department production assistant 
Jason Jang    art department production assistant 
Judith Jordan   original artwork 
Jonathan Klemke   art department production assistant 
Cole Mellendorf   art department production assistant 
Arlene Turner-Crawford  original artwork 
 
 

Sound Department 
Kim Drummond   dialogue editor 
Sam Fell    adr recordist 
Johnny Gallo   sound effects editor 
Kylie Gibson   assistant sound mixer 
Tom Haigh   adr recordist 
Sean Heissinger   foley editor 
Scott A. Jennings   sound re-recording mixer 
Scott A. Jennings   supervising sound editor 
Wil Masisak   boom operator 
Wil Masisak   production sound mixer 
Wil Masisak   sound editor 
Rupert Nadeau   sound effects editor 

 
 
 

Visual Effects by 
Scott M. Fedor 

 
 

Camera and Electrical Department 
Jim Andre   electrician 
Ryan Berena   second unit camera 
Justin Cameron   first assistant camera 
Lorne Clarkson   grip 
Paul Demos   gaffer 
William Donaruma  camera operator 
Kyle Frankowski  grip 
Matthew Helderman  third assistant camera 
Matthew Hughes  key grip 
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Sara Ingram   grip 
David Jaworski   grip 
Amy Limpinyakul  grip 
Lawrence Marshall  grip 
Nathaniel Midura  grip 
Robby O'Neil   best boy electric 
Alex Olivier   grip 
Eric Peterson   best boy grip 
Nick Shamblott   best boy electric 
Mitchell Tyrer   second assistant camera 
Carl Wiedemann  steadicam operator 
 

Costume and Wardrobe Department 
Sarah Fry   wardrobe intern 
Ryan Goldner   wardrobe supervisor 
Liz Golko   costumer 
Jermikko Johnson  additional set costumer 
Jordan Kiehle   wardrobe intern 
 

Editorial Department 
Adam Dick   second unit editor 
Mike Molenda   associate editor 
Lindsay Morrison  associate editor 
Bob Sliga   colorist 
 

Music Department 
Packy Lundholm  additional music by 
Don Meyer   additional music by 
David Midell   additional music by 
David Midell   music editor 
David Midell   music supervisor 
Richard Pettengill  additional music by 
 

Other crew 
Don Albert   behind-the-scenes  
Ross Citrin   craft supervisor 
Kathleen Foshee  script supervisor 
Michael J. Handson  additional graphic design 
Matt Hecht   additional graphic design 
Dan Midell   medical consultant 
Fernando Mora   craftee 
Chelsey Morin   production assistant 
Diane Nuzzo   production assistant 
Alanna Bagladi   production assistant 
Karen Chen   production assistant 
Blake Schultz   production assistant 
Emily Wilhelm   production assistant 
Jackie Woodward  production assistant 


